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Promotion 

A Bed of Roses 
 

A Bed of Roses: 12 Poems for The Soul, by author Reneé Drummond-Brown, depicts beauty, purity 

and love at first sight. The categories speak volume metaphorically pointing to the Scriptures. The 

God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob never promised us a rose garden or for our world-views to be seen 

through rose-coloured glasses because life isn’t always a bed of roses. 

 

Long gone are the days of fine-wine and roses because every rose has its thorn, but through 

endurance The ‘Son’ will come out tomorrow lightening man’s breast loads of sorrows and have you 

(once again) smelling of sweet rosettes.  

 

Available at:  

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0B544V7W1?fbclid=IwAR3ReOPafGFZW8xWKCZcQypfG3haM04wz2-

Q4lXFujYkovGLswct0J6lJMs 

 

  

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0B544V7W1?fbclid=IwAR3ReOPafGFZW8xWKCZcQypfG3haM04wz2-Q4lXFujYkovGLswct0J6lJMs
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0B544V7W1?fbclid=IwAR3ReOPafGFZW8xWKCZcQypfG3haM04wz2-Q4lXFujYkovGLswct0J6lJMs
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Book of Twisted Tales And Rhymes 
Ruth Doyle 

This book is full of magical adventures 

and many twisted nursery rhymes, 

and fairy tales. 

They are told in ways you have never seen before. 

Some are familiar tales with a twist, some entirely original such as the tales of "Amazonia“. 

 

 

‘Once upon a time there was a kingdom 

called Amazonia ruled by a wicked queen.’ 

 

 
 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/191413074X/ref=cm_sw_r_awdo_GZRDKS5V4782382X18TQ_0?fbclid=I

wAR0YJ8tZ2_dkbOf1QqFzX2BY3_LsDiE5FTF6ub-A57ouGitRGmvCWU-Rei0  

  

https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/191413074X/ref=cm_sw_r_awdo_GZRDKS5V4782382X18TQ_0?fbclid=IwAR0YJ8tZ2_dkbOf1QqFzX2BY3_LsDiE5FTF6ub-A57ouGitRGmvCWU-Rei0%20
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/191413074X/ref=cm_sw_r_awdo_GZRDKS5V4782382X18TQ_0?fbclid=IwAR0YJ8tZ2_dkbOf1QqFzX2BY3_LsDiE5FTF6ub-A57ouGitRGmvCWU-Rei0%20
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Emotional Poetry  

Gift Emmanuel Olaleye 

WHAT WORD WORE 
 

they say that words are the nudes of nakedness 

left bare and ever exposed. 

should I say I am speaking porn? 

 

I don't know what word wore, 

but I met a magician. 

he told me magic was a fabric, 

and that many tricks thrive on the utterances 

as with the sequence of speech. 

so what word wore may be magic. 

 

now I name a noun, 

and it becomes a person, 

an animal, a place or a thing. 

how does a verb 

carry so much action 

and do our deed before we did them. 

isn't that magic? 

 

a doctor proved that there's power in thoughts, 

how much more in words, 

which has a longer life than deeds. 

I told my friend I will see him at noon, 

I didn't make it, 

guess I died. 

 

so when I hear them say 

that words are the nudes of nakedness 

left bare and ever exposed, 

I realize that the magic 

which resonates around words 

needs more than a naked eye to see. 

 

#El_Magnifico™ 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Gift Emmanuel Olaleye  
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GROWING YOUR OWN DEATH 
 

this poem is many things but not suicide. 

 

your body is a prayer point, 

both for you and your enemies. 

you should blame no one if your body suddenly carries a black hole. 

it is the nature of the mind to nurture and take care to avoid collapse. 

so why will you plant and water your own demise? 

before you dispute this tale, 

ask yourself when last you paid attention to your dying body. 

the warring songs it sang before it brought you pain. 

when I say your body is your prayer point, 

it is because you have made it so  

from your incessant appetite for something sweet 

and your nonchalance to your wellbeing. 

old roger did die young and went to his grave. 

he even had an apple tree planted over his head. 

but of all people to benefit, 

wasn't it an old woman who picked up the apples? 

 

so when I say your body is a prayer point, 

I can mean many things. 

but be sure your body can bear you witness 

that you weren't your own murderer. 

 

#El_Magnifico™ 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Gift Emmanuel Olaleye  

  

Gift Emmanuel Olaleye hails from Lagos State, Nigeria and 

goes under the pseudonym "#El_Magnifico™". He is a 

Computer Engineering graduate who has found passion and 

peace in musings. He was a recipient of the "Noble Pen 

Award" in 2015 from Doveslines Publication House, and 

was nominated for "The Chrysolite Writer of the year" and 

"African Writer Award" in 2019 and 2020 respectively. He 

has authored "Soft Echoes" and "The Sustaining Cup". His 

poetry is published in anthologies, magazines, chapbooks, 

and elsewhere. 
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HOW TO KNOW 
 

I have found a corridor 

where men are glowing in a grave. 

how we have made wisdom mourn 

till knowledge and understanding hold no water 

is another death that confounds death itself. 

 

"In the beginning..." 

this phrase has killed knowledge more times than the word "unknown" has attempted, 

for how can true knowledge be found 

when the fuel flaming the fire of the rubicon we have been rooted in 

has refused to burn out. 

 

yesterday, 

our grandfathers sang us symphonies of a universe. 

today, 

our fathers are humming us hymns of the metaverse. 

tomorrow is another infinitude, 

wrapped in haze and hell holes, 

so why will man choose to cower in chaos 

when change o' clock comes. 

 

if I told you I know how to know, 

you should ask how I know, 

because I really don't know. 

but I do know I can put it in words. 

 

can a new fire be created where an old one still exist? 

can knowledge enter a room knowledge already is? 

 

there should therefore be no room for dogmas, 

for to seek knowledge is to deliberately forget 

and to find knowledge is to constantly let go. 

if you truly understand this poem 

you wouldn't have to read it twice. 

 

#El_Magnifico™ 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Gift Emmanuel Olaleye 
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DOCTRINES 
 

who can withhold himself from thinking? 

for we are fruits of the tree of knowledge. 

 

there are confusions in understanding. 

if it wasn't so, 

knowledge would not touch our spirits and leave it with seeds of different colours. 

 

this trouble is whole. 

it consumes seven different faces and becomes their redeemer in seven different ways, 

that each is broken by the breaking of his very dawn, 

and he loathes his brethren, 

for his eyes is blind to their own dawn 

and as such, he sees them as nights. 

 

did I say, 

that this confusions in understanding has a name? 

 

how long shall the reward of our beliefs cast shadows upon us, 

and lead us to perish at the grave of divergence? 

 

for we are fruits of the tree of knowledge, 

and none can withhold himself from thinking. 

 

we should therefore hold our piece and piece it together, 

for we are all doctrines, 

each and every one. 

 

#El_Magnifico™ 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Gift Emmanuel Olaleye 
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SHADY IS SLIM (for Eminem) 
 

a black heart married a white skin, 

and rhythm is the rendezvous. 

 

break... pause... stretch... clause... 

verbatims a neck cross dances to. 

 

a silhouette of a warrior 

from an innocuous figure. 

where truth wields a microphone 

and through lyrics broke limits that makes light of a shade. 

 

adrenaline pumps out the thoughts in his head, 

loosening the knots unprepared 

to the beat that syncs with the nod of his head, 

like zombies from the dead. 

 

he leads the way, 

until he becomes the rod 

spanking a prey that begins to stray. 

then when the rhythm stops, 

it rests on his shoulders, 

still he carries on - this weight of the world 

and loses his in the weight of his word. 

 

for he is not afraid 

to lose himself. 

 

#El_Magnifico™ 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Gift Emmanuel Olaleye 
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Ngozi Olivia Osuoha 

TOMORROW IS A MYSTERY 
 

We labour and pile up treasures everywhere 

And brag of how rich we are, laughing and shaming the poor 

Because we are rich, mighty and influential 

In a twinkle; we are gone!  

 

Graves are round about us, waiting to swallow us 

Oceans are above and beneath us roaring in pain to drown us 

In a twinkle; we are finished! 

 

Tomorrow is a mystery, nothing is ever granted 

Our boasts, our bets, our deadlines, our targets, all are just there; 

Waiting for dead bodies in human form. 

 

Talk less; pray more, watch more; pray deep, do not hope against hope 

For mystery is beyond spirits, and we are not spirit. 

 

Bond well, don't take advantage of people's shortfall 

Nature is brutal, nature is real, nature is honest 

It forbears, it endures, it repays, it respects, it honours, and it will always visit! 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Ngozi Olivia Osuoha 
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Allison Grayhurst 

Poet 
 

My breath and blood, 

my spiritual soldier, 

death expresses itself 

then ends to find another muse. 

Hold me in your form, 

unoffended, know I am 

capable of true choice, 

planting colours before unseen. 

  

My last call, I am withdrawing, 

weakening, biting a bitter morsel. 

Darkness is a hymn, infiltrating 

my subconscious. 

 

I will take the globe and smash the sphere, 

my boundless exemplary love, lover 

of the embracing midnight, star light and roses.  

 

I have no customs I am determined to keep. 

I will give up all my rituals, my summer garden 

to walk again, with you, on fire. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Allison Grayhurst 
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Threshold 
 

The eruption ache 

of an ultimatum, 

laid bare its beams and 

its unsunned skin, 

a voice bellowing, 

roaring a vow that 

grows like a creature 

absolute in its hellish 

demanding form. 

 

 All things stand extravagant 

and excessive especially 

when unarmed, unexpecting. 

Leave the painted dream 

with the waterfowl to peck at 

and drive under. 

There is something here 

in this early day, contracting, anguishing 

but with cause. 

 

 Wretched vigor, swelling 

with the effusion 

of threatening extremes, 

held hostage, here, in a place 

where a choice must be made 

where all outcomes perceived 

are perverse, lethal. 

 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Allison Grayhurst 
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Union 
 

Do you love me, 

or is your love 

too magnificent 

against my failed and hapless 

virtue, fetus-formed, 

barely pulsing but trying 

to flesh out and depict details 

in contrast, in a fundamental form? 

 

Do you hear me, 

as a mosquito-buzz nuisance 

to your bright and flawless grandeur, 

or is my deficient faith worth 

the encounter, evoking your mercy? 

 

 Do I know you 

at all or only as a dream 

of being engaged to your 

wild erupting 

lava-flow inspiration, 

to the hot touch of your tenderness 

here and here 

and my heart and self 

at one, at peace 

fastened to your love, 

receptor of your astonishing 

calypso flavour? 

 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Allison Grayhurst 
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Released 
 

In the end I call you 

dark as spit, corrupting 

intuition, bringing sickness 

to a child’s mind, dragging her 

by the feet through your everglade 

of grasping demons, blotting out 

her dreams and prayers, corroding her 

imagination. 

 

 At this end, weak and wispy, 

your form is residue, your power, 

only a dispelling illusion, nothing 

against the greatness of love. 

 

 I will give you forgiveness, 

no more warring 

with your bloody dominance, 

lacerating you, lacerating me - a war 

of equal ferocity and destruction. 

 

 Our interdependence is broken. 

The umbilical cord 

between us, dissolved. 

You are now a stranger. 

I bless you and send you 

blessed, on your way. 

 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Allison Grayhurst 
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Swayam Prashant 

Beautiful Butterfly, Ugly Princess 
Who does not love a butterfly ? 

Everybody does. 

A prince was no exception. 

Days passed like the flow of a murmuring brook 

in singing and dancing through hills and valleys 

among flying song-birds and tale-tell flowers. 

We always met where earth and sky  

whispered sweet nothings to each other 

and where meadows held secret orchestra of grasshoppers. 

Our love echoed and re-echoed 

and we lost ourselves in each other. 

O we were made for each other  ! 

I was the most beautiful princess, he said. 

 

The time came for the Prince to propose  

for my hand in marriage 

but before accepting his proposal I thought 

I should reveal my past to him. 

He didn't want to hear it 

but I insisted 

lest he misunderstood me later. 

I told him that I was a caterpillar; 

had pointed pricking hair all over my body; 

was eating leaves; 

loved so much to eat  

that I only ate and ate and ate; 

became so fat that 

I had to hide for days in shame in a cocoon. 

Days passed and one day I decided to bid farewell 

to my hiding place forever 

and came out as what he sees me today. 

 

Suddenly his attitude changed; 

his love towards me vanished; 

I was no more a beautiful butterfly to  him 

but an ugly princess ! 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 Swayam Prashant 
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MY  LOVE'S  AN  ANGEL : A  SONG  FOR  A  

DAUGHTER 
 

 

My love's an angel, my love's an angel 

who smiles from sky's wing. 

She glides and sings, she rides and beams 

she dances with flowers of spring. 

My love's an angel, my love's an angel 

who smiles from sky's wing. 

She rides over gales, she glides over dales 

she walks with music ring-zing. 

My love's an angel, my love's an angel 

who smiles from sky's wing. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Swayam Prashant 

 

 

An Ancient Sin Reborn 
 

For centuries and centuries 

the Ghod* of Narcissism 

had been sleeping 

in the sands of the Vast Desert 

before being jerked by Zuker** into life. 

And with giant thighs 

she slouches towards 

every human’s heart 

to be reborn. 

 

*My coinage which combines both God and Ghost 

** Mark Zukerberg, the founder of Facebook 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Swayam Prashant 
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Imaged in Heart 
 

Beauty of a thing is hard to hide 

for it brims over 

the tremulous spoon when you lift it 

to your lips. 

Love, how can I carve you, 

in brass or stone ? 

No. 

In the eyes of my heart 

forever. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Swayam Prashant 

 

 

 

 

The Unseen Presence 
        

 

When I feel no one wants me 

you come and divinely smile at me; 

when it seems I am heading for doom 

you come and make everything bloom; 

When I sit in a pensive mood 

you come and tickle me not to brood; 

You are sunshine in my melancholic life 

and you are a rainbow in my rain-soaked skies. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Swayam Prashant 
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Bipil Chandra Kalita 

WITH AN OLD MAN AND A ROSE 
 

An old man plucks a rose 

Kisses it softly 

Saying with a bleeding heart 

How he used to be a gardener: 

'In youthful hours 

Birds beaked my cheeks 

Brushing with bunches of roses 

To tell me to worship my love's lips!' 

 

 I notice the sadness on his lips 

Something is missing in kissing: 

Hands tremble 

Eyes wink feebly 

As his, he holds the fainting flower, 

Unfolding its petals' secrecy openly! 

'Now in my aging sight and might 

I've lost the strength of beauty 

That once made me softer than love.' 

 

I try to hear his heartbeats 

Examining if they are slowing down: 

But, no 

Not at all 

Though he sobs inside 

Robbing a rose's smiling strength 

Calling back his warmth of youthful days!  

 

'I am green inside and will continue to be so, 

My pale lips torture not its petals 

By giving it its due and fatherly love openly 

But my unstable fingers fail to be careful!' 

 

I can feel the pain of the old man 

Whose profound sense of love for beauty is alive 

Whereas his caretakers' care for it is almost dead! 

'Who will spend their time with me? 
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They have no time to look after my inner garden 

Allowing flowers, bees, flies, and birds to dance together.' 

 

 Eying my eyes, lips, and fingers now 

The old man is smiling at me 

Feeling my gradually growing pain; 

What can I do to save myself? 

Must decide to ignore him 

Doing injustice again like others 

To do justice to my equally disturbed mind! 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Bipil Chandra Kalita 

 

  

Bipil Chandra Kalita, son of late Bipin Chandra Kalita and late 

Gunjebala Kalita Pathak was born at Phulaguri, a historically 

important place in Assam, India on September 1 in the year 2022. 

He is a bilingual poet whose poetic, fictional, dramatic, and other 

literary creations have been published in many national and 

international journals, newspapers, and anthologies. He has 

authored three books-(i) I"LL BE IN YOU TO FEEL MYSELF,(ii) 

HEART'S WHISTLES, and(iii) মই অৰ্জু ণ হ'ব ন োৱোৰিল োোঁ  (MOI ARJUN 

HOBO NUWARILU)( I couldn't be Arjuna) 

 
. 
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Holly Day 

To My Daughter                                  
 

If you hide behind a tree long enough 

you will disappear into its bark 

be pulled in by numerous branching twigs and fronds 

become part of the tree. When I tell you to come in at night 

this is why, because I don’t want to you be eaten by a tree 

and I see your feet poking out from behind that one so I know 

that’s where you are.  

  

Nobody ever taught me how to be a mother 

I didn’t really have a mother myself, just a woman 

who collected mushrooms and dead birds when we went on hikes 

left her pockets so full of detritus that if you were to borrow one of her sweaters 

your hands would be covered in maggots and feathers and dirt.  

She couldn’t cook and bought more books than food.  

Everything I learned about parenting came from her 

and from watching the cats that lived under our house.  

  

If you get up early enough, I’ll pack us a lunch 

and we’ll go out to the park, watch the ducks sleeping on the lake.  

I can tell you everything you’d ever want to know  

about squirrels and waterfowl, spiders and planetary orbits 

but don’t ask me how to fix your hair for school 

or imagine I’ll ever get the laundry done on time 

or that just because I made breakfast today, I’ll remember to do it tomorrow. 

These just aren’t the sort of things I think about. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Holly Day 
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Pretending at Life 
 

We pull the dining table out from under the ropes of blooming kudzu, brush off the banana slugs clinging to 

the folding metal legs, set it down carefully, together, in the flattest part of the yard. Out of the twisted green 

vegetative mass come two chairs, their flowered cushions disintegrated but still serviceable. I spread a 

tablecloth out and begin to set the table, see you pull the high chair out of the weeds, stop. 

 

There’s no need to bring that out, I say. There’s no need to bring that up. 

 

You keep ripping at the green vines twisted around the pink wooden high chair, it had been yours when you 

were a baby, maybe belonged to one of your parents, or even older than that. It had been a statement to 

leave it behind when we left. The chair was supposed to stay buried on purpose. Everything else in the gully 

out back had been shoved there because we didn’t have any other place to put it.  

 

I don’t see what the problem is, you say as you drag the chair, finally free of its leafy embrace, to the table. 

You set it up between the two of us, to my left, where it was when we used it so many years before. It seems 

silly to just leave it there. Doesn’t it look nice? 

 

There used to be a baby in that chair and it was mine. This is a scene devoid of nostalgia. I can’t be here. Stop. 

 

In the damp gully where the furniture used to be, tree frogs begin to chirp, tiny nightjars shake themselves 

awake and flutter after mosquitoes and gnats. It will be dark in minutes. The frogs will have to fight off the 

ghosts on their own because I just don’t have the strength. 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Holly Day 
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Michael Lee Johnson 

Poetry Man 
 

I’m the poetry man, understand? 

Dance, dance, dance to the crystals of night, 

healing crystals detox nightmares, night tremors. 

Death still comes in the shadow of grief, 

hides beneath this blanket of time, 

in the heat, in the cold.  

Hold my hand on this journey 

you won’t be the first, but 

you may be the last. 

You and I so many avenues, 

ventures & turns, so many years together 

one bad incident, violence, unexpected, 

one punch, all lights dim out. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Michael Lee Johnson 
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97, Coming to Terms & Goodbye 
(An atheist faces his own death) 

  

Wait until I have to say goodbye, 

don’t rush; I’m a philosophical professor 

facing my own death on my own time. 

It takes longer to rise to kick the blankets back. 

I take my pills with water and slowly lift 

myself out of bed to the edge of my walker. 

Living to age 97 is an experience I share 

with my caretaker and so hard to accept. 

It’s hard for youngsters who have not experienced 

old age to know the psychology of pain 

that you can’t put your socks on or pull 

your own pants up without help anymore— 

thank God for suspenders. 

“At a certain point, there’s no reason 

to be concerned about death, when you die, 

no problem, there’s nothing.” 

But why in my loneness, teeth stuck 

in with denture glue, my daily pillbox complete, 

and my wife, Leslie Josephine, gone for years, 

why does it haunt me? 

I can’t orchestrate, play Ph.D. anymore, 

my song lyrics is running out, my personality 

framed in a gentler state of mind. 

I still think it necessary to figure out 

the patterns of death; I just don’t know why. 

“There must be something missing 

from this argument; I wish I knew. 

Don’t push me, please wait; soon 

is enough to say goodbye. 

My theater life, now shared, my last play, 

coming to this final curtain, I give you 

grace, “the king of swing,” the voice of 

Benny Goodman is silent now, 

an act of humanity passes, no applause. 

 

 © Copyrighted 2022 by Michael Lee Johnson 

*Dedicated to the memory of Herbert Fingarette, November 2, 2018 (aged 97).  Berkeley, California, 

U.S.A. Video credit and photo credits:     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qX6NztnPU-4. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Berkeley,_California
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qX6NztnPU-4
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Mena Sisto 

- Secrets - 
 

All the secrets that some keep 

All the secrets that run so deep 

All the secrets that never get told 

All the secrets in life they behold 

 

All the secrets within a heart 

All the secrets never to part 

All the secrets to remain dark 

All the secrets that leave a mark 

 

All the secrets that pierce 

All the secrets oh so fierce 

All the secrets that weigh 

All the secrets that live in grey 

 

All the secrets to never surface 

All the secrets have no purpose 

All the secrets that gnaw away 

All the secrets kept at bay 

 

All the secrets within a heart 

All the secrets darken a part 

All the secrets break as a whole 

All the secrets that taint a soul. 

 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Mena Sisto 
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- A feeling - 
 

Some days it encompasses her. 

Her entire being. 

This feeling. 

Resonating. 

Upon her heart. 

Engulfing her. 

A warm feeling. 

A lump within her throat. 

Butterflies fluttering in her stomach. 

A thought. 

Amidst other thoughts. 

Within the mind's eye. 

Vibrant hues of her soul manifest. 

Fear approaches from a distance. 

Peering its head. 

Ceasing the moment. 

 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Mena Sisto 
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- Take this Heart -  
 

Take this heart. 

Take this pain. 

Take all its days of rain. 

Take its disappointment. 

Take its transgressions. 

Take all its past traumas. 

Take its affections. 

Take its promises. 

Take its fears. 

Take its battles. 

Take all its tears. 

Take its vulnerability. 

Take all its brokenness. 

Take it wholeheartedly. 

Take it prudently. 

All that is given. 

Take this heart. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Mena Sisto 
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Shakhzoda Kodirova 

My motherland! 
 

My country, you are so beautiful,  

You are charming,  

You are spectacular  

There is no equal in beauty, 

 You are a paradise. 

You are the only one in the country. 

There is no word for your description,  

You are the most unique country. 

We love you dearly, 

We are faithful to you. 

We will introduce your dear name to the world. 

  

© Copyrighted 2022 by  Shakhzoda Kodirova 
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Mother tongue  
 

You are holy, dear  

You are language rich in meanings  

You are the mirror of the notion  

Mother tongue, the language of the soul.  

 

The language is the pearl of the nation ,  

The original language is light.  

My enlightenment is my pride  

I am fond of my language  

 

The Uzbek language is the glory of our country , our nation  

It is great in our country,  

Our mother tongue is precious.  

 

The language mirror world  

It is eternal, proud  

Those who love  their mother tongue  

Blessed in this world 

 

I  will study  at Oxford  

  

From now on I have good  

Intentions and dreams.  

One day I will definitely  

Study at Oxford.  

 

By striving and searching  

I will reach my purpose.  

By the power of God,  

I will study in England.  

 

It enters my dreams that  

I  will be  in England.  

Standing in a line  

With foreign friends.  

 

My parents trust me  

I will definitely justify  

I will one day study at Oxford  

If I get lucky 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by  Shakhzoda Kodirova  
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Luke BartoJay 

A Mind Of Your Own 
 

And Every As Does 

Slipping Away 

Lost Further Out 

A Form Of Salt 

Even Out 

Waking Dream 

Misaligned Thought 

Forward Arrive 

Where Unknown 

Led The Way 

More Than A Misled Guess 

Strange Harvest 

Half Remembered 

Somehow, 

Only Half Remembered 

A Mending Hand 

Mage Flight 

Message Misconceived  

In True Illusion 

Became, And Now 

A Mind Of Your Own 

Comes To Life 

Comprehension 

Further Reach 

Like A Chapter 

Misspelt 

A Memory Never Had 

Still Out So Far 

Seen In A Strange Light 

Beyond Downfall 

A Reach Does Ever 

How If Ends Up 

Awaken 

—Further Than A Guess 

If Where It’s Gone 

—Further Than A Guess 

And How, It Does 
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—Further Than A Guess 

Further, 

Than, A Guess 

A Mind Of Your Own 

And Every As Does 

Slipping Away 

Lost Further Out 

A Form Of Salt 

Even Out 

Waking Dream 

Misaligned Thought 

Forward Arrive 

Where Unknown 

Led The Way 

More Than A Misled Guess 

Strange Harvest 

Half Remembered 

Somehow, 

Only Half Remembered 

Awaken 

—Further Than A Guess 

If Where It’s Gone 

—Further Than A Guess 

And How, It Does 

—Further Than A Guess 

Further, 

Than, A Guess 

A Mind Of Your Own 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Luke Bartojay 
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Carl Butler 

TWO WOMEN  
 

Part of the solstice series  

I wrote this 2 years ago  

 

When you woo two women  

Of very different tastes  

It can be quite exhausting  

With all the time it takes  

 

But the experience is sensual 

Verging on divine  

But now I have to choose one  

With whom to spend my life 

 

One black haired as a ravens wings 

A sultry carefree lass 

She is a creature of the dark 

She just can’t relax 

 

Her eyes of emerald green 

Can pierce your very soul 

Carousing right through the night  

A dervish to behold 

 

The second is an angel 

Hair of flaxen blonde 

She radiates the sunshine 

And sings such soulful songs 

 

An artist and a poet 

Calm and still is she 

A blue eyed beauty that's for sure 

Don’t know what she sees in me  

 

Seeing both takes its toll 

On them as well as me  

They know about each other 

But very rarely meet 
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They tolerate each other  

But there is this tug of pain 

Sometimes the angelic light will win 

At others the temptress gains  

 

I'm really sad I cannot choose  

Indecision makes me cry 

Tears are swelling in my eyes  

No matter what I try 

 

I need some help please comfort me I'm broken sad and torn 

Which companion should I choose  

Their names are Eve and Dawn 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Carl Butler 
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Rhiannon Owens 

Still Waters 
 

How do I right the wrongs of years gone by 

The follies of an insecure mind, a fragile heart, 

How do I believe I'm good enough? 

How do I gather these feelings close, so they'll never fall apart? 

 

Whispered words that speak to my soul 

Warming my cheeks, curving my lips 

Making my belly flutter, making the cracks disappear 

Making me whole, 

 

How can I be everything, when I don't know how to be anything? 

My thoughts spiral out of control, 

What if I'm left with nothing? 

My brain turns into soft jelly... 

Carried away by the joy you bring, 

 

You want me, but am I enough 

As I pour out my deep reservoirs of love? 

And they gush and they thunder 

In a tsunami of emotion, 

Emotions as vast and mercurial as the ocean, 

 

I plunge into the still waters of the lagoon 

The still waters of you,  

Running deep, where I thrive... 

I question and worry, and worry and wonder, 

Because nothing is set in stone in this world... 

But together we come alive 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Rhiannon Owens 
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Gorse & Broom 
 

A little girl of cherub cheeks 

Attracted to the yellow flowers of the broom, 

Reaches out fascinated chubby fingers 

To pluck, for her hair 

But a thorn slyly jabs her hard, 

And crying she runs home 

To be soothed 

And for mother to remove the woody shard, 

And the broom shakes and sighs 

Futilely grabbing for her skirts, 

That one drop of blood just won't suffice... 

 

A man whistles as he makes his way 

To a rendez-vous with his young sweetheart 

Suddenly, without warning he's thrown from his horse, 

Into a pin-cushioned bed 

A bower of gorse, 

Uttering oaths he looks for his hat 

It has fallen further back 

So he pushes further into the merry yellow sea, 

His horse stamps its hoof, rolls its eyes 

In fear gives a whinny 

And the man snatches up his feathered cap in triumph... 

 

But then finds he is trapped... 

 

Try as he might there is no turning back 

And the dense stubby leaves of resilient shrubs 

All sparkle red with the young suitor's blood, 

And the thorns seem to grow longer 

And sharper 

Thicker, 

The man's heart quickens 

As something drags him down 

Down into the belly of gorse 

And he curses that shortcut 

That led him off course... 

 

Sunlight sparkles off the bright yellow blooms 
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Dazzling to the eye, 

The beauty of sturdy gorse 

The beauty of sturdy broom... 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Rhiannon Owens 
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Ashley O`Keefe 

Half-Mast  
  

Yesterday has taken 

Accept the offer of today,  

Leave the past in the past 

Or it will eat you away, 

  

It will destroy your future 

The constant living in the past,  

So be true to yourself  

Fly your flag at half-mast,  

  

A part of you has died  

But life goes on,  

Hold your head up high 

And sing out your song.  

  

© Copyrighted 2022 by Ashley O`Keefe 
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Singing Birds 
  

Troubled by thoughts 

From the prison of your mind, 

Free yourself, don't criticise 

To yourself, be kind, 

  

Time to stop worrying 

What can go wrong? 

Time to get excited 

What can go right in life's song? 

  

Don't ruin today 

With thoughts of yesterday's past, 

You must let it all go 

For life's happiness to last, 

  

Stop anxious thoughts 

With composed, calming words, 

Everything will be okay 

In the end... 

  

Singing birds. 

  

© Copyrighted 2022 by Ashley O'Keefe 
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White Winged Dove  
  

Hear her song  

The white winged dove 

Her singing oh so sweet,  

  

See your gypsy 

On the edge of seventeen 

Draggin' your heart around her feet,  

  

How still my love 

The lightning strikes 

In dreams you make yourself,  

  

Stand back, Sara  

The rooms on fire 

A landslide crashing upon oneself,  

  

Take to the sky 

Like the skylark in flight  

Taken by the wind,  

  

Before the glitter fades  

And the leather and lace falls  

No more to be winged.  

  

© Copyrighted 2022 by Ashley O'Keefe 

 (Inspired by the songs of Stevie Nicks) 
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Empty Cup  
  

You look away 

Your eyes fill up,  

Lost and lonely  

Empty cup,  

  

Falling tears 

Cry out for love,  

Holding hands  

Fit like a glove,  

  

Time is passing 

Time is spent,  

This is not 

How things were meant,  

  

Lost and lonely 

Empty cup,  

You look away 

Your eyes fill up. 

  

Ashley O'Keefe  

©2022 
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I Read Our Book  
  

While my mother was sleeping 

I sat and read our book,  

IN POETIC DREAMS 

Thought I'd take a look,  

  

In her hospital room 

I sat, I had the time,  

To turn over the pages 

To read our prose and rhyme,  

  

Stanzas, verses, eyes saccade  

Through the pages my vision wades, 

Relive our journey under moon and stars 

To the Northern Lights, beyond dreams... two bards,  

  

While my mother was sleeping 

I sat... I read our book.  

  

Ashley O'Keefe 

©2022 
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Antonio Acosta 

Reincarnated 
 

Coming back to this place after I'm gone 

After a life that went horribly wrong 

What causes me fear and most trepidation 

Is the very real thought of reincarnation 

It's such a curse this life on Earth 

Maybe it'll be better 

It could certainly be worse 

Like what if I am birthed into a well off family 

Never want for anything, continually happy 

Or a third world country always hungry 

I see life is beautiful but also ugly 

So many possibilities 

Some good, some bad 

I just want to leave and never come back 

Reincarnation is the biggest fear I have... 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by  Antonio Acosta 
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Darkness Calls 
 

Darkness calls 

Hello my friend 

An embrace that never ends 

We dance as one in ecstasy 

Body pressed up next to me  

 

She knows me, 

And she holds me, 

She owns me, 

As she holds me...  

 

Every night the moans and sighs 

She brings forth the tears and cries 

Occupying all my time 

Taking space inside my mind  

 

She knows me, 

And she holds me, 

She owns me, 

As she holds me...  

 

"Depression..." 

I whisper her name 

Together till the end of days  

 

And she holds me, 

She holds me...  

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by  Antonio Acosta 
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Eloquently 
 

I curse this gift with which 

the good lord blessed me 

Thoughts keep nesting 

In deepest sleep they creep 

I'm barely resting 

A sad thing when nightmares 

become your best dreams 

My chest heaves distressing 

The heavy weight depressing 

A bland and flavorless salad 

without dressing 

Wishing for more cause 

I know what less means 

Always scraping 

Barely escaping 

the poor health stress brings 

A synthetically made fake diamond 

still shining but with less bling... 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by  Antonio Acosta 
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Date with Death 
 

I grunt and sweat 

Not wanting what I'm going to get 

I still haven't figured out what life's about yet Remembering regrets I regret I remember 

Like a final scene that could have been better 

Then the film director yells out "Cut!" 

Guess what? 

You thought you were the star 

You're not 

In fact you never were 

The years blur together 

Couldn't win this game if you played forever 

You never know where death will take you 

Embrace you 

Don't be late for your date fool... 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by  Antonio Acosta 
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K Darcy 

Faded Echo 
 

When does 

an echo die ... 

upon its last 

hearing, or at the 

memory of where 

it found you 

 

On the soft canvas 

of my heart 

I hear your words 

still calling me ... 

following the echoes 

of once love 

 

In the silent abyss ... 

dreams survive 

the ripples of time 

in the darkness 

of where 

the echo started 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by kdarcy 
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photos in my mind 

forgotten thunderstorms 

holding torn pages 

from a future scrapbook 

the past shall never find 

 

© Copyrighted 2021 by kdarcy 
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I'll Live With That 
 

I want to remember 

you held me always  

my greatest need satisfied 

 

My desires also met  

led me to dream further 

with only you in mind 

 

Never a disappointment 

we didn't work through 

with a smile by sundown 

 

A new day forgot 

yesterday’s turmoil 

hoping today finds none 

 

I'm only partially alone 

for I remember well 

how it used to be 

 

I'll live with that 

 

© Copyrighted 2009 by kdarcy  
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James Kenneth Blaylock 

The Gravity Weighs  
 

how do you get invited  

to a cake walk anyway, 

 

because this life ain’t easy, 

facts are it’s not sugar free 

 

we pack on the burdens 

one scenario at a time… 

 

the gravity weighs heaviest  

upon our pretzel-like spines 

 

at this point why worry  

so hard about diabetes 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by James Kenneth Blaylock  
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Acceptance (Breath In) 
 

why, why can’t we see  

that everything matters 

 

meaning, nothing here is by  

accident, or happenstance… 

 

truthfully there’s a grand design  

ordained by God, for every man 

 

where purpose runs through  

everyone’s bones, and veins, 

 

we just have to breath in 

acceptance, and living  

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by James Kenneth Blaylock 
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No Longer My Cocaine 
 

the chemicals in my brain  

don’t need no rearranging, 

 

keep your pangs to yourself; 

you’re no longer my cocaine 

 

because I loved you as hard 

as I could, should I’ve known  

 

sure, it’s criminal the way you 

use up hearts like heatwaves  

 

then, you leave the carcasses  

for vultures to carry on away  

 

such grave indiscretions 

you’ll never claim, shame 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by James Kenneth Blaylock 
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Adiela Michael Osiah 

My soul 
 

My soul 

A battlefield with no armor, 

they wage wars with no weapons 

what else is left 

my walls broke right before me. 

 

My soul 

a whirlpool that never dries up, 

my imagination is limitless 

so is my compassion 

drown me in pure love 

so I never feel hate. 

 

My soul 

a torment to lies and injustice, 

those chains that never yield listen 

listen to the rhythm of this soul. 

 

My soul 

a train without destination, 

but who directs my path 

I never did know how to hate. 

© Copyrighted 2022 by  Adiela Michael Osiah
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Gothic Poetry 

FD Ravenskraft 

The Floating Graves 
I 

The Gods seem to forget 

That the oceans is flooded with corrupted sick 

As the gravity is losing balance 

As Mother Nature is seeking rage 

Turn the next page. 

You will see them come 

II 

As the floating begin 

And the graves are risen 

This shattered earth 

As the element of five 

Collects the dirt and soil 

III 

The rapture dead is entering 

The chambers of the unseen gods 

By far. In the weight of the cursed 

Apocalypse. The moon sees all 

IV 

There's is no war against the two 

Just humanity sees this threat 

As their own doing 

In the ruins of the tombs of the maker 

V. 

I end this poetic tale 

With the Dead devouring 

Human cells 

As they drain the lifelessness 

Of all spells of life 

The balance is no more 

The floating grave will collect 

Nothing more 

Nothing less 

© Copyrighted 2022 by F.D.Ravenskraft 
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Shana D'Antona 

The Three Wise Women 
 

A Wise Woman times three calls to me,  

as I circle the wheel of seasoned jubilee.  

Something forested combined with galactic and esoteric. 

They softly speak to my ears... in a familiar language that encompasses my soul with emulsified 

comfort and ease... 

Like an old fling or friend that keeps crossing my direction every some odd years. 

A Wise Woman times three calls to me... 

as I worship the grounds I walk upon while staring at the trees and the moon,  

as I praise the mundane and emotional seas I swim through while glorifying the aquatic lunar tides, 

as I ignite this flame of passion that I've been yearning for my whole life; being reminded of my 

femininity by the sight of white illumina, 

as I feel the soothing strokes of wind atop my skin  while simultaneously looking up at the pearl 

shape in the sky feeling free. 

A Wise Woman times three calls to me... 

a trilogy of mages as one entity, 

one for hopeful changes, one for renewal, and one for letting go... 

a thrice alliance of enchantresses mended into one goddess... 

triangled descriptive cycles as one ethereal meaning. 

I see her through the lense of foresight in my mind 

looking from left to right... 

as the wolf is behind her and so are the stars, surrounded by the indigo of midnight. 

I bless the athame and besom for welcoming personal truth unto my journey. 

I consecrate whatever I resonate with on an empathic and energetic level; anything from herbs to 

crystals and in between. 

I take home offerings from nature whenever I feel led to. 

I celebrate and find beauty in the eight Sabbats. 

I embrace the five elements of Earth, Water, Fire, Air, and Aether. 

I thank Mother Gaia, Universe, and Spirit for guidance, protection, and deliverance. 

I'm grateful for the synchronicities, the Wyrd, and the web of destiny. 

I admire the Divinity and Magick in everyone and everything as I gaze into the eyes of the 

beholder. 

I glorify the connection of all and carry that in my heart space. 

I'm starting for once to listen to the wanting of my soul. 

A Wise Woman times three calls to me. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Shana D'Antona 
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Druidess of the Green Leaves  
 

Lead the way before me 

To the evergreen peaks 

Of timbered Galilee 

To the hills of pine 

As we finesse through majestic trails smooth as wine  

A mystical world as you know is what's in need 

To this land of enchantment we go 

This gift of light as you bestowed 

As you considerably feather my arm  

Your touch thaws from cold to warm  

And you whisper so delicately   

"Follow me" 

Bringing me to a realm of serenity  

Is what makes this feel ever so free 

Like a nightingale gliding across the sky 

As I walk behind  

I'm drawn to your beauty  

We laugh and smile  

And frolick the mile 

Of a pixie dusted entity 

Sprinkles of calmness overtake this change in me 

A transcendent world of the wild 

A metamorphosis to a sprite of such natures divinity  

As I step on these leaves 

Arise the faery of the green 

I see all my troubles floating down a woodlands stream  

As the rays of the sun glisten upon your ivory skinned physique  

Spiritual guru  

Goddess of the created  

I invoke thee 

You purified my soul 

Of such woe and weep 

O' Druidess of the Green Leaves 

I shall never awaken from this surreal dream  

Such a tranquil nirvana beyond my control 

I take you unto my heart 

And breath you into my soul 

From the end to the very start 

For I and thou will never part                                               © Copyrighted 2022 by Shana D'Antona 
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Array Of Innocence  
(A Sequel To Druidess Of The Green Leaves) 

 

Sitting at my windowpane  

Counting drops of the rain 

Such deity tears of nature’s dew 

So small and inconsistently askew 

Why are you so sad 

Pagan master  

Celtic and fervent Green Man  

High Priest of the timbered land 

I badger with hope and take your hand 

Because I know how it feels  

To endure this life of aches 

Mental and emotional war 

Reasons arose from the obscure 

So let’s walk  

You lead the way 

To the enchanted forest of innocent array  

Aspirations empower me  

And fill my heart with serenity 

Once upon a time ago 

My minds doors were closed  

Ever so tightly 

Of ignorance and woe 

But now 

I can finally see 

Divine spirit 

Druidess of soulful healing  

From the power of being 

And invested in me 

I take you unto my heart 

And invoke thee 

I look over  

As you play the harp 

Of white magic and purity  

Mother Earths musical art 

Of the laughter of elves 

And kindreds of sprite  

The unicorn glides  

Throughout the night 
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Into the white light 

Suddenly I awaken from this dream 

And start to sense the emotion of the free 

And feel my eyes 

Filled with dew drops of the rain 

As I look to my right  

Out my windowpane  

I suddenly smile  

And finally start to embrace  

Life’s beautiful 

Beloved 

And delighted array  

This Array Of Innocence  

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Shana D'Antona  
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Faery of Litha  
 

Hail to the Faery of Litha 

Where the days of time seem brighter  

As I call for the winds of summer 

And ask for the butterflies to bring her 

Hear me 

Chanting the names of each direction  

Harmonious melody 

The quadrants signifying each corner  

Blustering toxicity  

Casting away anything harmful and venomous 

See me 

Glancing at the shimmered light sparkled upon the sea  

Backscattered from your reflection  

As I look and see my face glisten with the utmost of glee  

And hopelessly smile at this mirror of protection  

Awaiting enlightenment  

As I stare into your precious eyes 

I'm lured into paradise  

Trapped in sacred oasis 

Opening the door of inception   

Along I welcome Empress  

Feel me 

Breath the breeze of the sixth month ever after   

From one body to another  

From your soul into mine 

And we become one 

As the warmth of your energy seeps through my veins and sheaths my being 

Wrapped around like a blanket from my head to my bare feet  

Like the fire of your entity  

Burning within my lonesome 

And embracing soulful company  

Heal me 

O' beloved Faery  

Mother Earth  

And Spirit of the Divine 

Your touch invigorated by illuminating site  

Like a jolted vibration through the strike of light 

Of all your glory and endless might 
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An array of relief I can sense 

As I continue to exhale to the rhythm of this cleanse  

And undergo this awakened experience  

A nirvana of nature’s matron  

Troubles and doubts are rushed out of me 

Where positivity and strength empower the realm  

It is of one 

But not three 

Where simple devotion of rituals are devoured  

And the act of guided deliverance is practiced and glorified in thee 

O' beautiful Faery of Litha  

As I go back to sleep 

Onto this sand  

Arising to the way I once was  

And stridefully walk through this land 

Me as you 

You as me 

Collaborating with  

The sun 

The moon  

The trees 

Two hands finessed as a single caress 

One Goddess forever free  

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Shana D'Antona 
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Thomas Odom 

The Promised Scourge: 
 

The bite that Bleeds the sacred rot, 

 

O' beast of blackened maw, 

 

Between your jaws the souls are caught, 

 

Infected through tooth and claw, 

 

Tearing through infested flesh, 

 

Devouring the unclean as they fall, 

 

Father of the sacred rot, 

 

Satiel bellows his call, 

 

The Blackened Angel is the one, 

 

Sent by God to cleanse us all, 

 

Born Only to consume. 

 

Reaching into the depths of Decay, 

 

Searching for the bittered flesh, 

 

That cardinal Sin has withered away, 

 

Losing himself within his purpose, 

 

Guided only by righteous hate, 

 

Even as El Shaddai Adonai weeps for the son He must not save, 

 

That Forsaken beast whose womb is the Grave, 

 

Satiel Amon of Golgotha, 
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Fruit of the Skull shaped Hill. 

 

Within the shadows his Eyes see all, 

 

As light fades away and darkness falls, 

 

The Angels cry of the coming tide, 

 

Stirring the Heavens with the Hand of war, 

 

Freed from the pit is the angel of Pride, 

 

That old Dragon that was once Lucifer, 

 

Seven years he is given by God, 

 

And reign to rule the realm of men, 

 

Long enough for the Angel of rot to taste the skies again, 

 

For of these Devils the Lord has loosed... 

 

Only one will survive. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Thomas Odom 
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Ruth Doyle 

Angels and fairies 
 

If you are having problems 

And don’t know what to do, 

If you believe in 

Angels and fairies 

They will come out 

To protect you. 

They can be there 

To summon any night, 

And when they come 

You will see a white light. 

Sometimes if you think 

It doesnt matter, 

Their fairy wings 

They do scatter. 

To feel you full of glee, 

It is for you  

And also me. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Ruth Doyle 
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Luke Bartojay 

"Living Ones" 
 

MAD SCIENTISTS 

Their; 

Un-Living, Living 

The Created 

Prowling The Land 

Survive The Winter 

While To Figure 

Was What, Next 

To Do… 

—— 

…A Bride 

 

We Watch From Shadow 

Outside Of Sight 

And Wait For The Moment 

When The Time Is Right… 

Without Letting Them Know 

We Are Alive 

We Are The Living Ones 

Our Smiles Seem Sad 

Our Time Still Plays 

Plays Out Like A Long Sad Dirge 

Muted Songs Of Happiness 

Echo Through  The Ever 

Like A Single Note 

Living A Hundred Years 

And Smiling 

Through Dark Fears… 

…We Are The Living Ones 

—— 

Wandered Through, A Milling Throng 

Of People 

Even If I Had A Map 

All These People From 

Different Times, Different Places 

Different Paths… 

Still, Did A Few Walks Around 
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The Thundering Of Beautiful Bass Drums 

A Moving Beat, Of Celtic Being, 

And Stringed Instruments 

Perfect Enough To Reach 

A Meeting With an Overcast Sky; 

Which It’s Self Was Welcomed 

Stages Spaced Enough 

And, Timed Enough 

To Not Interfere With Each Other; 

Now Falcon Flight 

Some Not Trusted 

As May End Up Many Miles Away 

Endangered Species 

Being Brought Back 

So, 

Conservation And Education 

Key, 

All And All 

I’d Go Again 

Into That Madness And 

Enjoyed The Fire Eater 

As He Pardoned Himself 

As It Had Become Time  

To Grab A Beer 

MAD SCIENTISTS 

Their; 

Un-Living, Living 

Prowling The Land 

Survive The Winter 

As The Living Cannot 

While To Figure 

Was What, Next 

To Do… 

—— 

…A Bride 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Luke Bartojay 
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General Poetry 

Kanta Roy 

A Pouting Attention to My Belly . 
 

as first her  paintings reality cannot have logos even  you bagging a flash in timescale , 

 setting buttons before or after put on shirts  

or never been having sex with even checker not yet parked  pictures: 

 

anyone violins attack zoomed fare from  

figures,  

 I'm leading picturesque this and never possessed the man; 

or about to be sparrow hunted better to catchinate at tears,  

maybe It's been skullduggery drumstick for tour,  

may I searching for remnants of a bottle ; 

  

hallow love and  style  grapes, but enameled by a roadside roses budget surfing sips into the restaurant,  

 the whiskey Poe's, nominees billow skipping leaves lyrics or shrinking reds droplets night's been a 

headlines  stoicism,  

And I think lines area hidden pensive so sounds out of her drowsy rivalry; 

 

what a meek point, that pouting attention to belly, and currently , 

nothing lonely takes headshot troublesome: 

ready update scheduled solicitude,  

can I bullish metaphor ! 

 

all are perfectly tweeted , and  

thriving  clawn not a drawing straight line,  

never been having debates solves alongside;  

the way I racing rather than thanks overall people loving pranks,  

 despite the bench gained footing, 

 at pillow time chapters brooding gremlin,   

a secondary most semi colon, 

 so I try to be painting stuffs for passing :  

 fundamentally ,  

rolling dust rapes slipping rushed wheels, 

street jam speaking about hoggard ,  

just, have the candy guppies,  

"I have some words"  
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-- blocked by billions venus killed me subway,  Greenwich  prairie  

in to misses late nights, onto vent and sky high street, 

 

looking sweetened graces for tallest  shadow,  

gazes Willows boughs, comments" nevertheless" 

sense wounds are welcome instead jogging on beaches,  

bestowed delighted with mornings maybe bothersome or freshening  

  a tea tables cymbal  potato and saucepan,  

if you want, I don't may have justifying another more: 

 

rivulet innocent perils of love and unite, dulled stars , 

coldly the horses gazing at jockey , and  to bounces vortex, can feed life soaring into wetness stymie,  

 

I understand canteens saved privately about cars on my shoulder,  

 but, not a doggy rainstorm, maybe sure of floors altitudes  

and our self-poems speak of setting  bird freely,   

and fold the pages doping in  

another notable creek  returns to  birdsong, 

flowers applause bend over,   

because setting a blank canvas, it links sprinkled ejection  

and then Ekphrastic poems alongside,   

I deal  miracles hankering stains  

Blah.... blah  blackheath, chainsaw, gulls venus brassy grasses , 

 if you want I can just muse the violet flash  

punk within  unfolding, then  that's fearfully drunk and finds ticket,   

 

oh! lored indeed eyesight,  parking facets are the most  

romances  departure sentences ending up,  

dearly, perhaps opened sepulcher festivals,  

send me features, heck of readings,  

I wanted hunger Springs lyricism , 

  in April winter's racket exactly; 

 something resting remnants in summer openings,  

so much geckos around the gloating  poms.  

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by  Kanta Roy.  
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Ruth Doyle 

The crossword 
 

You can find me 

In the paper 

Also in a book, 

Everyone can come along 

If they want to take a look. 

I am a larger square 

With little ones inside, 

I come with clues or 

Leave your brain all fried. 

Some puzzles people do 

For glee, 

Others enter with a fee. 

Some may win if they 

Get the words right, 

Others can  always 

Try again another night. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Ruth Doyle 
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Jubilee 
 

We have great news our queen in U.K 

Just celebrated her platinum jubilee. 

She has been on the throne for seventy 

Years. 

Everyone in U.K has been having street 

Parties in her honour she even had a 

Special cake made. 

We also got an extra bank holiday so 

People were allowed extra-long weekend  

Went on from Tuesday to Sunday more or 

Less. 

Only problem I have had was I too am  

Having a 70th this year  nobody knows 

So looks like just family day at the races. 

So congrats your majesty long may 

You reign. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Ruth Doyle 
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Antique store 
 

One day I went into 

A very old store, 

And I saw what  

I hadn’t before. 

There was a mirror 

That made you look 

Like you did in your youth, 

This my friends  

It is the truth. 

Then a radio where 

Spirits do talk, 

And old fashioned dolls 

That really do walk. 

There’s so many things 

That you could see, 

Went back next day 

With my family. 

But this was so strange 

The store was not there, 

I turned to someone 

With so much despair. 

They said the store  

Was closed it was no more, 

This all happened  

In 1824. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Ruth Doyle 
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Holly Day 

The Nazi’s House  
  

We drove past the Nazi’s house on the way to the bar,  

curious as to what a convicted and captured Nazi’s house would look like. 

It was a nondescript white two-story in a nondescript neighborhood 

nothing particularly monstrous about the house, the yard was nice 

there were tulips coming up in bright fistfuls in the tidy garden out front.  

The sidewalk was packed with people nonchalantly wandering past the house 

also curious of what sort of place a Nazi could have hidden 

for over 50 years.  

  

Years before, I had been friends with a man who had spent his 30s hunting Nazis 

had gone into South America, Argentina, looking for Nazis 

but he was looking for big-name Nazis, like Mengele, Eichmann,   

followed rumors of Hitler escaping into the jungle. My friend’s dead now 

but if he were still alive, I’d ask him 

what he thought about this Nazi living less than three miles away from us 

why he hadn’t been the one to catch him, turn him in 

or if he’d known our neighbor was a killer all along. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Holly Day 

 

 

  

Holly writing has recently appeared in, and, Day’s Analog SF, The 

Hong Kong Review Appalachian Journal and her recent book 

publications include Music Composition for Dummies, The Tooth is 

the Largest Organ in the Human Body, and Bound in Ice. She 

teaches creative writing at The Loft Literary Center in Minneapolis 

and Hugo House in Seattle. 
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Michael Lee Johnson 

Frogs 
 

 

"Grow grass, 

stone frogs," 

written on bathroom walls. 

Hippie beads, oodles 

colorful acid pills 

in dresser drawers 

no clothes, 

kaleidoscope condoms,  

ostentatious sex. 

No Bibles or Sundays 

that anyone remembers. 

Rochdale College, 

Toronto, Ontario 1972, 

freedom school, free education. 

Makes no sense, 

when you're high on a song 

"American Women" blasting  

eardrums and police sirens come on. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Michael Lee Johnson 

  

(Note: Rochdale College was patterned after Summerhill School-Democratic "freedom school" in 

England founded in 1921 by Alexander Sutherland Neill with the belief that the school should be made 

to fit the child, rather than the other way around.) 
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Keyboard 

  
Keyboard dancing, poet-writer, 

old bold, ribbons are worn out, 

type keys bent out of shape. 

40 wpm, high school, 

Smith Corona 220 electric ultimately 

gave out, carrying case, lost key. 

No typewriter repairman anymore. 

It is this media, new age apps, 

for internet dreams, forged nightmares, 

nothing can go wrong, right? 

Cagey, I prefer my Covid-19 shots 

completed one at a time. 

Unfinished poems can wait, 

hang start-up like Jesus 

ragged on that wooden cross, 

revise a few lines at a time; 

near the end, complete to finish. 

I will touch my way out of this life; 

as Elton John says,  

“like a candle in the wind.” 

I will be at my keyboard late at night 

that moment I pass, my fingertips stop. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Michael Lee Johnson 

 

 
  

Michael Lee Johnson lived ten years in 

Canada, Vietnam era. Today he is a poet 
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has 259 YouTube poetry videos. Michael 

Lee Johnson is an internationally 

published poet in 44 countries, several 

published poetry books, nominated for 4 

Pushcart Prize awards and 5 Best of the 
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Amazon, and has several poetry books 

and chapbooks. He has over 443 

published poems. Michael is the 

administrator of 6 Facebook Poetry 

groups. Member Illinois State Poetry 

Society: http://www.illinoispoets.org/. Do 

not forget to consider me for Best of the 

Net or Pushcart nomination! 
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Shakhzoda Kodirova 

The most valuable lesson  
 

Life is the greatest blessing. Life is given to us once, and how we spend it is up to us. The time of the 

pandemic, that is, the time when quarantine restrictions were imposed, was the biggest lesson in my 

life. Because at that time many people I knew died due to coronavirus disease, thousands of families lost 

loved ones. Those who could not see their distant relatives and whose children were in another country 

needed each other's company. Especially since I learned gratitude at the same time. When the online 

classes were aired, I was reminded of the kind eyes of my teachers, the sweet smiles, and the fun I had 

in the classroom with my kind and cheerful classmates. Sitting at desks and listening to lessons with 

interest. What wonderful moments. I learned to appreciate nature. After all, I always had a habit of 

cutting flowers and breaking branches when I came back from school. Now I would feel sorry for myself 

as I remembered these things during quarantine without leaving the house. Instead, I decided to plant 

more flowers and plants after the pandemic. Quarantine restrictions have also been very beneficial to 

our mother nature. Toxic gases from vehicles and factories have caused less air pollution. Personally, I 

was very scared during the pandemic. Death at every step. I thought that the only thing we would leave 

after this world was kindness, goodness, and a good name. Specifically, an event is a big lesson. 

Neighborhood relations years much of a break, we had a neighbor who was in the middle cold with our 

family. Age is also not much have to go married, lives alone. Works as a doctor in the hospital. Exactly 

pandemic  infected with this disease during the period of my grandmother. We are working adjacent to 

the hospital was laid. Grandma my condition was severe. My grandma was part of the days weeks 

followed by condition had started to improve. My grandmother thoroughly recovered 1 month, come 

home. Then, if you know my grandma back when the doctor also recovered the contribution of our 

nearga there's our neighbor. Didn't know whether to blame it before one more last cold with our 

families , but those times I've been very grateful to our neighbors. But guilt may have passed from us, 

but also what it is to do us good when it was great. To neighborhood's home our family during the 

evening guests is gone. Warm welcomed us, was among cold forget. That event myself after I have 

received a valuable lesson. The actual neighbor had trouble when your head falls knows.  This goodness 

to our family, our neighbors, all of my life I don't forget. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Shakhzoda Kodirova 
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My values  
 

Every state has its own traditions and values, which have been preserved from time immemorial and 

inherited from their ancestors. We, the Uzbek people, also have national holidays and values inherited 

from our ancestors. Every Uzbek child gets up in the morning, washes his face and hands, greets his 

family members and wishes them a good mood during the day. It is strange for Uzbek children to look 

their parents in the eye and disobey them. Even a 50-year-old son obeys and respects the word of his 

70-year-old father. We, the Uzbeks, are known all over the world for our high values, such as hosting 

weddings and serving soup. When an Uzbek wants to build a building, other neighbors gather in a hashar 

to help him. This is also one of our beautiful values. Compassion is very strong among our people. That is 

why on our national holiday Navruz, generous people of our people visit the elderly, congratulate the 

disabled and give gifts to orphans. On the Day of Remembrance and Honor, the martyred boys and 

grandfathers recite prayers to the soul, pray, and lay flowers at their graves. We in the Uzbek people pay 

a lot of attention to the upbringing of children. Parents try to raise their children from an early age to be 

well-mannered, well-mannered, their daughters to be chaste, and their sons to be brave, courageous, 

and fiery. From an early age, they are taught to speak the truth, to respect the elderly, to respect the 

little ones, to help them when they need help, and to donate to the needy and the poor. This is also our 

values. When Uzbek parents give birth to a baby in their family, they plant seedlings with their children, 

because they want their babies to grow like these seedlings and benefit people. It is one of our true 

human values that Uzbek children do not leave their parents alone when they grow up and take care of 

them. We are taught by our teachers to take care of every inch of the land inherited from our ancestors, 

to be a worthy generation. Another high value we have is family stability. Every family to be built must 

bring up perfect people and family-oriented children for the state and the people. Respect for the family 

should be above all else, and the father, as the king of the family, should be patient and content with his 

shortcomings and a mother-minister, and be thankful for peace. Such upbringing is taught to us young 

people from our youth. Our grandmothers tell to us stories about forgiveness and kindness and help our 

parents to raise us in good morals. What I like most about these values is that Uzbek people share their 

good days with others. "I think it is the most humane value to greet with gifts on birthdays or other 

holidays, to congratulate with good wishes, to wish each other good health, well-being and happiness in 

life, to offer condolences in times of grief," . Each of these values is valuable for us Uzbeks. My 

grandmother said, "Each of these values has its own history, so we need to pass it on to the younger 

generation and teach them now so that they can preserve and perpetuate these values." Each of us 

must strive for these values to last forever. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Shakhzoda Kodirova 

 

Note : Hashar means the people gathering and work together in our country. 
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Good and rewarding work 
 

 For many years, a small stream flowing from the side of the river made Cain's heart ache.  Because once 

upon a time, clean and clear water flowed from this ditch, people used it to quench their thirst and 

rejuvenate their gardens. No one would throw garbage in the ditch, and whoever saw the dumped 

garbage would clean it immediately.  Unfortunately, by this time there was no "trace" left of the clear 

water in the ditch.  The younger generation did not listen to the words of their old ancestors, but instead 

of reducing the waste in the ditch, contributed to its increase.   Despite the fact that he was over 80 

years old, Mahmud himself was the head and wanted to do a hashar to clean the river, so he called 

young teenagers, strong men from house to house, and asked for help from the neighborhood.  

Unfortunately, many did not have the patience to clean the river, which was full of garbage. And it didn't 

work either. Finally, Grandpa Mahmud  thoughtfully went to his old companions.  Gathering them 

together, he got everyone’s opinion on the matter. The old men agreed and decided to clean the river 

themselves.  Not many people know how good it is to clean a ditch, and those who do know do so 

without breaking the bank. Is there no one willing to clean this small ditch that has been flowing for 

years ?! If they need to irrigate their gardens, they are ready immediately. but to clean up ... Well, let's 

clean up as much as we can, said Mahmud  looking at his comrades angrily. So the old men got to work. 

Ketmon in hand, belt at waist.  Seeing this zeal in the elders, some honest people came and joined them.  

Some were embarrassed and apologized to Mahmud . The neighborhood gathered the workers again, 

this time they were full of enthusiasm. Volunteers also came and began to join. The work is "hot".  

Neighboring women were busy cooking for the hard-working hashers. Thanks to 3 days of hard work, the 

river  was completely free of waste. Grandpa  Mahmud  joined the ranks of veterans for his efforts to 

clean the river .   When he addressed the villagers, he said, "The most important thing, you know, is that 

you and I have a great reward. Cleaning the canal is the best and most rewarding thing to do". 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Shakhzoda Kodirova   - Uzbekistan 
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Nature Poetry 

Gift Emmanuel Olaleye 

SEASIDE SONG 
 

from the dark ribbon in the sky, 

and how they wound up in the clouds, 

I can tell that someone has died again. 

can you see the dark halos 

spreading across the western horizon. 

the sinister breeze 

that ignites the sea waves to rise up and play. 

I can read death at the bay. 

he sits quietly and mysteriously 

waiting for fun to unfurl into urgency. 

and a beach bath 

begins to bleach a soul 

and naked a spirit. 

 

there is an awful song at the seaside, 

one whose dance is beyond the body to perform. 

 

#El_Magnifico™ 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Gift Emmanuel Olaleye 
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Allison Grayhurst 

Chasm 
 

The chasm stretches 

wider, takes in tree roots, 

purple flowers and hedgehog homes. 

Feeding it seems like the best thing, 

but it only grows in its immensity, 

never settles with what it already has. 

 

By necessity it formed, 

by decades of perpetual hammering and floods 

it tore the ground, became 

a mouth-hole, wide and hungering 

to increase its possession of the joyfully living, 

to destroy the green sprouts of creativity 

seeded by a fullness without fragmentation, 

self-deceit or a draining wound, continuous. 

 

By its nature, this chasm is a long pit, 

entering the underworld, releases ghosts 

and gases to toxify any hope remaining. 

 

I wish I was a bird with a great wing-span, strong 

enough to fly away from its vacuous maw. 

But I am human, and it wants me inside its dirty 

chamber, to lick the salt from my skin 

with its sharp ridged metallic tongue. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Allison Grayhurst 
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Holly Day 

In the Garden 
  

When orb-weaver spiders stretch their webs across a space 

they sometimes make a thick jagged zig-zag down the exact center 

close to where they huddle and wait for prey. They only spin this pattern  

if there are lots of birds nearby that might crash into their web 

and the more birds there are, the thicker they draw this line.  

  

I’ve noticed that orb-weavers in my garden also make this line 

even though there aren’t any birds in that part of the yard 

yet they draw their zig-zag with thick, forceful lines 

as though the crows and jaybirds and catbirds congregate specifically 

in the corner by my tomatoes.  

  

I suspect they make these designs just for me 

either as a plea for me to appreciate their handiwork and leave them alone 

or because they know I am the clumsiest beast of all in the yard 

and therefore need the additional visual aids  

to keep from destroying everything.  

 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Holly Day 
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Open Water 
 

The great bird struggles out over the open water, everyone on the ship 

is wondering if we’re about to watch an albatross die, will it be 

a sudden faltering of the wings, a weird little twist in the air 

will it suddenly just dive into the water and disappears beneath the depths 

as if chasing a fish but never reemerge? Or will it 

flutter gracefully and slowly to the surface of the ocean 

still and quiet this far out from shore 

spread its wings and stretch its neck out as it drops 

to rest on the flat water as though it’s just fallen asleep? 

 

 And we, the observers from the deck of this ship 

what will become of us, so far out here, witnessing this death-- 

will we take it as an omen of our own demise, like seafarers did before 

lash ourselves to bolted-down lounge chairs and tea tables 

sleep out under the stars instead of in our cabins, just in case we need to flee? 

Or will we say silent prayers willing the bird to rise up again from the water 

shoot up through the clean, green sea, a silver fish flopping in its jaws 

a new lease on life? 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Holly Day 
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Shakhzoda Kodirova 

Flower garden  
 

I went to Gulzor today,  

I saw a lot of flowers.  

They were more beautiful than each other,  

And the smell was fragrant. 

 

It charms person 

The fragrance of every flower. 

It attracts, when you smell it. 

 

I really like, 

These fragrant beautiful flowers. 

It lifts your spirits, 

 Friends, look at this. 

 

Rose, basil, tulip 

Colors are red, green 

 I sweat from them,  

I make many bouquets. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Shakhzoda Kodirova 
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Carl Butler 

Bound in beauty  
 

Hacked and hewn stripped and stained  

Set in concrete to remain  

Straight upstanding tall and brown 

Wired vibrations running round  

Humans light completes my lot  

Standing naked in this spot  

Stood cold and lonely for many years  

Just singing cables in my ears  

 

Birds would perch upon my wires  

And dogs complete their hearts desire  

Well slowly slowly quite unseen  

Crept natures vines now varied green  

Trailing arrows point to this scene  

Stretching skyward in a dream 

Like mary at the cross of christ 

 hands outstretched with sobbing voice  

 

Her tear filled eyes and soft embrace  

Genetic memories from my race  

But now my own beauty is bound to me  

With scented flowers bursting free 

Petals strewn upon the floor 

Fingers tightening more and more  

Till bound in beauty I will stay  

With buds at night and flowers by day  

 

And insects that will come and play  

As statuesque I proudly stay  

She reaches halfway up my mast  

This grasping mistress plans to last  

Eventually she'll smother me  

Whilst I'll be wishing to be free  

Of these constraining coils  of green  

 

These milk white petals are quite obscene  

I've had my fill of pungent scent  
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Even if its heaven sent  

Set me free oh evil witch  

All you do is moan and bitch  

I remember when I was clothed in green  

Not strangulated in this scene  

 

I'm hoping for a woodland axe  

To chop me down with his attacks  

Return my body to the ground  

Where I’ll be free of this whining  

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Carl Butler 
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MOCKING MOON  
 

Oh mocking moon you have quietly disappeared now far too soon. 

I never knew the power that you were holding over me  

 

Oh mocking moon you're looking down  

Yet no light are you yet shining.  By  

Denying e’re to shine  

I've lost my way I cannot find the path to take  

 

Anticipation turns to fear  

Where do I turn nothing Is clear  

There's only darkness staring down  

Without you're smile to calm me down  

My visions of defeat and anguish  

I'm not the Victor now the vanquished  

 

Oh mocking moon this night in June  

Why have you precluded me  

You turn the tides and guide the winds  

Yet your light you have rescinded  

 

I cannot compete I'm not the sun  

Cannot compare maybe outshone  

But my guidance and tenacity  

My worship of you loyally  

I've lost your keen sagacity  

 

Out of place and out of time  

Every mountain I have climbed  

To venture closer  

Now the path is closed  

 

I cannot see without your brightness 

Only blackness now surrounds me  

I'm falling down the mountain  

Ever downward i will go  

To the abyss  

 

Where I will forever miss my mocking moon 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Carl Butler 
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STRAWBERRY MOON  
 

Strawberries and cream  

A dish full of dreaming  

Crimson and beaming  

In the wake of the sunset  

 

Crimson in June  

Fragaria moon  

Rosales bloom  

In its relative onset  

 

A flower and a plume  

The bees grant their boon  

That honey is soon  

Combed fanned and dripping  wet  

 

This most romantic of moons  

Watches over this bounty  

There are rings for the counting  

As the June brides are swooning 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Carl Butler 
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Rhiannon Owens 

Arid  
 

They call it summer 

But the heat is relentless 

And those clouds in the sky 

Still try to deny us  

Anything fresh, anything new 

And the sky is not blue 

Just insipidly pale 

No drifting cotton wool fluff 

For us to regale 

In poetry or prose 

And no red red rose 

Because it is indeed sick 

Just dried out woody sticks 

And on the dusty path 

There is crisped-up dog shit 

And the freshly mown grass 

Is brown and dead 

And my imagination is parched 

My view sees only decay 

Sees all that is dead 

So call this summer if you will 

This bitter pill 

Sticking in my craw 

I longed for the summer 

But I've been here before... 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Rhiannon Owens 
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Foreboding 
 

It's difficult to breathe 

My throat constricts with each rattling breath drawn, 

And the air is heavy and close 

Muggy and oppressive, 

And the rain is like warm urine 

And the birds are bedraggled and forlorn, 

 

Foreboding in my stomach 

As that tepid pissy downpour slants down harder, 

I'm lost in the sweaty downward pressure of the sky, 

I've forgotten who I am 

And I'm not sure why... 

 

I feel like my control is slipping away, 

Drummed out of instead of into me 

By the density and the grey, 

Opening my gasping mouth for some replenishing drops of rain 

Yet nothing refreshing in those acid tears, 

And I've lost myself again, 

 

Waiting for that sunrise 

Waiting for the dawn, 

Waiting for no more pain 

Waiting for my eyes to dry 

I wait... Feeling only shame... 

 

I just can't breathe anymore 

This atmosphere so muggy and oppressive, 

My skull is caving inwards 

I've nothing left to give 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Rhiannon Owens 
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Romance 

Shana D'Antona 

Bridget,My Heart...My Beloved 
 

She sets a spark 

And ignites orange and yellow hues 

Around my being 

Where flames erupt beyond control 

Circling a fortress of literary madness 

A part of my soulful vocabulary 

That has any meaning 

Where I see the formation of Belles Lettres 

One by one 

As I pick each sentence 

And turn them to metaphors 

Setting a match into my heart 

Of aspiration 

And the yearning to thrive 

Organizing erratic emotional bind 

Into piles of poetic melody 

Cherished words I shall always adore 

It's Time  

For the caterpillar 

Mutated into a moth of the Aurora 

To sing 

And fly 

Into the Parnassian sky 

From afar 

She has evolved into a butterfly 

Of terracotta mixed with black lined wings 

Soaring spirit upon my eyes 

My Savior 

My dearest desire 

Called as Bridget 

As I breath you in 

And take unto this powerful fire 

I glorify thee 

And withhold you well 
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As you lit this torch of innovation  

And expressiveness 

You gave me 

In honor of my everlasting love for you 

Under eternal lovers spell 

Never leaving  

And holding my hand through it all 

To overcome the sorrow 

And stand tall 

Through the treacherous of times  

When I was ready to fall 

And willing to let go 

Once upon the roots of my youth 

Female Druid 

My Pyrettess 

My everything 

Of anything passionate 

An undying inspiration 

For I have been lended 

On writers knee 

Forth kneeled and bended 

O' beautiful maiden  

My Goddess  

Making dreams come true 

Through profound incineration  

Of fierce ambition 

And intense ardor 

Her name is Bridget 

My Heart 

My Beloved  

We are one 

Forever mended 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Shana D'Antona 
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Swayam Prashant 

The Unheard Symphony 
 

O sculptor ! with the nimble touch of your chisel  

you have made the dumb stone speak   -  of  sringar*,   love, 

music, dance,  war and peace which  stand defying Time’s corrosion. 

Speechless they are but speak more  

eloquently than any speaker. 

For centuries and centuries they have given birth to songs, 

dances, paintings, stories, dramas and poetry  -   a princess in sringar*, 

a dancer in rhythm, the marching soldiers, the romancing pairs, 

and even orgies   -   all caught in stone.  

Look ! a life time sight   -   the cosmic couple in union … 

Hands pulling down the waist cloth of the beloved 

to uncover the  finely chiseled  buttocks, drawing them closer; 

the legs and thighs spreading wide, the beloved clasping tightly, 

quivering lips about to touch each other’s 

and the sublime emotion at the time of union 

caught in the web of Eternity,  frozen  forever 

O which no speech can ever deliver  !   

  

*Sanskrit word for preparations of lovers for love-making  
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Shalini Garg 

Serenade 
 

Come then, 

at night 

when all life is hushed 

and there’s a very little 

demarcation 

between visible and invisible. 

 

I am going to disrobe you 

in the dark, 

as the silvery stars 

glisten your bare body, 

moonlight twines around 

your torso like ivy, 

in silver shackles 

of sweet surrender, 

licking clean the 

pearls of desire 

resting on your lips. 

 

I can sense your intensity, 

I feel drawn to your 

magnetic pull. 

I advance forth 

to rip off the dark shadows 

that envelop you. 

You are not 

all flesh and bone 

after all. 

 

I am not done yet. 

I want to penetrate deeper, 

unclothe you in 

further nudity, 

enter your inner landscape, 

where you hide 

your real self 

in the caves 
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of colossal darkness. 

 

Gradually your darkness 

resonates 

with mine, 

we ride this frequency wave 

together 

like two strings 

of one chord. 

Our unison 

reaches a crescendo. 

 

We become a song. 

 

© Shalini Garg 2022 
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Dark/ Horror Poetry 

Suzanne Munro 

Baneful Cries 
 

Down in the darkness I am here 

Please enter inside have no fear 

There's comfort here in the dark 

I will not brand you and make a mark 

 

Feel the power inside this room 

Don't feel like its doom and gloom 

See the sparks inside my eyes 

Hear my Fathers baneful cries 

 

Look in the mirror and see the dead 

We hold the secrets of what's been said 

Rise up in blackness of the night 

No need to be afraid of your sight 

 

I tell you there's no need to be afraid 

At least the ferryman you all paid 

The fog is thick you cannot see 

Run through the darkness, now your free 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Suzanne Munro  
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Confused by Despair 
 

Climbing the mountain in darkness 

Standing alone on the ledge 

Every attempt that I make to hold on 

Pushes me nearer the edge 

I soon see the changes impending 

My thoughts are confused by despair 

Feels like I’m swimming straight up under water 

Desperately racing for air 

I can try to hold onto the darkness 

I could try for relief in the light 

But the state of my minds taking over 

As I run to the edge of the night 

Surrounded myself with possessions  

I surely have more then I need 

Don't know if truth is harder to tell 

Or it's simply a matter of greed 

I can escape to the world that surrounds me 

But I find nothing there for relief  

And I cry in the wind as it passes me by 

And I call out to Satan in grief 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Suzanne Munro     
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The Adversary 
 

I come deep from Hell 

I have many souls to sell  

I'm here to take your miserable life 

Cut up your body with a sharp knife 

Don't try to hide or run away 

Cause in my grip you'll always stay 

My torture is so much cruelty  

On your knees, let me hear your pleas 

Go pray to your invisible god 

I laugh at you, your all flawed  

Call out to your zombie now 

Up there on a stick, forget your vow 

Gather all the sheep for slaughter 

While I fornicate your daughter 

I will devour all your useless souls 

Throw your bones down fiery holes 

Run and hide, you brain-washed sheep 

Because your lives I'm going to keep 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Suzanne Munro 
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Ruth Doyle 

Dead of night 
 

When the moon comes out 

And the sky turns black, 

You must be ready  

For a demonic attack. 

They come in  

The darkest hour, 

And manifest with 

Lots of power. 

So my friends 

Stay inside, 

And from the demons 

You must hide. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Ruth Doyle 
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Meno Sisto 

- Abyss - 
 

From the depths of obscured shadows 

From most profound bowels of its core 

From the terrifying clutches of its grasp 

An imprisoned soul did escape, did soar. 

 

From within darkness, anguished torture 

From vastness, emptiness, frigid waters 

A deepened bellow, a horrifying scream 

Away from horrors, vulchers, impostors. 

 

From profound depths of inner despair 

Surrounded by a darkness oh so bleak  

Anguished cries of encapsulated souls 

Those chained, immobile, souls so weak. 

 

A dim light peered through the crevices 

A light ever so faint dwindling upon stone 

Enlightened a path, a trail of potential hope 

A soul could feel it within every pore, bone. 

 

Into a cold vast darkness a soul ventured  

Took that first step, a wholehearted leap 

An unknown abyss with profound hopes 

To flee, escape, venture, promises to keep. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Meno Sisto 
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Rhiannon Owens 

Awakened 
 

Perhaps I'm actually dreaming 

As I tenderly stroke her throat 

Running the razor blade over with lover's sigh 

As crimson tear fills a ruptured eye 

My sleep interrupted, just another dream 

Nay ~ a nightmare... and yet not, it seems... 

Every inch of me bloody 

Saturated in viscous, gory globs 

I cling to the clotted knife in my hand... 

As (licking at my fingers), I finally understand... 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Rhiannon Owens 
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Unmasked 
 

Gazing into the looking glass 

Can this really be who she is? 

 

She smiles but only sees 

A forced rictus grin, fixed and brittle 

And she feels the strain 

And worries that the fake mask of her face 

Might crack 

Shattering into a million pieces 

Exposing the cruel, callous fraud she really is 

She read books about this... 

 

Her fingertips explore the familiar features she doesn't know 

Thoughtfully slipping beneath her hair 

Probing gently into the indentations of her skull 

Thoughtfully becomes forcefully 

As her fingers dig sharp and nasty 

Digging, and the mask slips 

She makes a fist of her hand around the wrinkled slackness 

And pulls her scalp, her skin away 

Away from the purity of the bones 

Gleaming within 

 

And now she's a screaming skull 

But this is irresistible 

Peeling off flesh, tissue, skin 

Scooping out undesirable bits 

Blood seeping, gushing 

Drenching her clothes 

That false paltry second skin 

[Reborn Reborn] 

Clothes and skin torn 

Chunks of bloody meat scattered 

[Flaying, ripping, dripping] 

 

Can this really be who she is? 

Unmasked... 

She gazes into the looking glass 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Rhiannon Owens 
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Ashley O'Keefe 

Souls Turned to Stone 
  

Evil dwells outside the church 

Salvation dwells within... 

  

Condemned for their sins 

Their souls turned to stone, 

Spared from eternal damnation 

Yet they sit now alone, 

  

To illustrate all evil 

And a damned afterlife, 

Hideous brooding creatures 

Perched high for their eternal life, 

  

Protecting this location 

And the people within, 

From negativity and unwanted spirits 

And those full of sin, 

  

Evil dwells outside the church 

Salvation dwells within... 

  

Hideous brooding creatures 

Condemned for their sin... 

  

© Copyrighted 2022 by Ashley O'Keefe 
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 Mikro Poetry 

Meg Smith 

The Ghost Park  
 

We gathered like a reunion;  

green makeup, white sheets, 

a kiss caught in the flow. 

We used to sing; and watch 

for vampires, simpering  

behind the cart, in the edge of 

the marsh.  

This is where you come to me; 

before you open your cape, 

know that know you and your 

dark song, your laughter 

cannot abide the sun.  

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Meg Smith 

 

 

We Leave from Waldport 
 

The fog surrounds us, 

and a car splashes past. 

It's time. The moon descends; 

light draws out, in long fingers. 

What angels are we,  

to wait, as dawn recedes 

and the noise of life 

ushers us back to Earth. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Meg Smith 
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In Dusk, Forgotten Dance  
 

When flies cluster in their bright wings 

and stain glass colors, the sun will still 

streak the city in a scarlet drift. 

Quiet now, but for two in robes, a whisper 

of laughter; hand lacing hand, a circle 

pours into the square, lamps cold in 

the indifference of dark.  

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Meg Smith 

 

 

Fausta 
 

I take my name, with hands in prayer 

to tell the priest who I am -- but my 

true name of hunger speaks only 

within me; everything is done sacredly, 

from black shoes to cards filled with dollars. 

I have always known this love. It will distill 

the hunger of foolishness. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Meg Smith 

 

 

Requiem for the Black Cape  
 

O for the souls of broken teeth, 

like icebergs melting, they descend 

into this last lake. Let our skulls not go 

so easily; something still to hold in 

dreams before waking.  
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Donna McCabe 

A Poet Knows... 
 

How to convey ones 

Thoughts, feelings and emotions 

In a variable variety of ways 

From the most inextricable ideas 

Their Pen can play 

In its own unique way. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Donna McCabe  

 

 

Dead Dreams 
 

Once upon a mourning 

As dying bluebirds 

Fell from a witching tree 

And the raven moon watched on 

A bloodied kiss was exchanged 

Loves last bit of living 

A velveteen heart was pierced 

Shattered by broken glass lungs 

Death's secret garden 

Has gained another soul 

Tears fall unrestrainedly like the 

Snow upon her casket... 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Donna McCabe  
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Coming Undone... 
 

Watch me fall apart again 

After being strong for so long 

Having an emotional overload 

To the tune of an old song 

Like a cup that's overflowing 

The tears they fall like rain 

I'm breaking apart at the seams 

From this outpouring of emotional pain. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Donna McCabe 

 

Incorporeal 
 

A ghost of my former self 

Just drifting along through life 

Having lost the will to live 

Not sure of anything any more 

Of what my calling is 

Where to go 

I feel like a figment 

Of my own imagination... 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Donna McCabe  
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Inner Demons 
 

Always there 

Just under the surface 

Staring back at me 

Trying to rise up 

Seize hold, take control 

Trying to crack and dismantle 

Break and tear apart 

All the progress I have made 

I vow to never let them beat me again. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Donna McCabe 

 

Bed Of Poetry... 
 

I lay me down 

On a bed of poetry 

To dream up creations 

Inked passages and verses 

Vicariously composed and expressed. 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Donna McCabe  
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Erotic Poetry 

Shana D'Antona 

Soulful Embers  
 

Igniting the flame that resides within 

As their soulful embers collide 

Embracing the altruistic need 

To satisfy one another 

Erupting from the fire  

Are the flames in-between  

That spark seduction 

A conflagration of tantric love arises 

Brightens the auras 

Of red and orange hues  

Which surrounds them 

Exuding the passion that feeds 

Nibbling on her neck 

Slowly kissing downward 

Eventually led to eat something else 

Time for a snack 

Juices flowing into the sexual horizon  

Succulent and sweet  

As a candied apple with extra caramel 

Him being hungry for more 

Than just a taste of her fruit 

Wanting to explore  

His Adam to her Eve 

Kissing away as desires unfold 

He starts to play an instrument 

As she sings a song 

Elevated levels of a harmonious opera 

Two musicians 

Creating a symphony of sensual magic Recording a melody of the enchanted 

As she keeps rubbing his skull 

Thighs start to tremble 

Body shaking to the rhythm 

Toes curling 

Her head and eyes rolling back 
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Grabbing the linen underneath 

Him touching her inside walls  

With his hand and tongue  

Soft and delicate as silk 

Tickling her way to climax 

Unveiling each other’s sexual promises 

Of a romance so beautiful  

Gothic lovers 

Living the dream in an angelic realm 

As he comes up for air  

And climbs on top  

Diving into her cave  

As their eyes meet 

Bringing them both to a grotto of heavenly bliss 

Rolling around in a garden of cherubs 

Not only feeling the warmth their bodies share 

But also from their hearts 

Each piece of flesh and muscle  

Mending into one entity 

As they both thrust and caress  

While breathing heavily  

Each aligning 

Into vibrational frequencies 

One pulsation and moan at a time 

As if the bedroom ceiling was the sky 

And they were making love 

Beneath the midnight stars 

Eventually their pit of heat becoming burnt out 

Galvanized into combustion 

Putting this on repeat 

Looking for not only a quick fix 

But to be intimate 

Yearning for their soulful embers to connect 

Each time like it was the first 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Shana D'Antona 
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Meno Sisto 

- Silken stockings - 
 

She sat upon the corner of the bed. 

Linens crinkled beneath her. 

Pearlettes of water beaded. 

Trickling down her skin. 

She had just exited the shower. 

His eyes followed her eloquence. 

Silently from afar, he gazed upon her. 

She removed a pair of silken stockings from the dresser. 

Sunlight glistened upon the window pane. 

A kaleidoscope of colour upon wooden floors.  

Ricocheting off the walls.  

Depicting her silhouetted figure. 

Dust circled the air.  

Playfully dancing between the sun's rays. 

She began to put her stockings on.  

Ever slowly. 

Gently gliding them upon her alabaster skin. 

Delicately smoothing the creases as she continued. 

From afar, his gaze fixed upon her. 

He adored watching her dress. 

She felt his stare upon her. 

Yet, kept her eyes upon the task at hand. 

Graciously continuing. 

Above the knee, over the knee, inner thigh. 

His heart palpitated. 

She had adorned black lace panties. 

A matching bustier. 

Wide eyed, he studied her. 

Every inch of her. 

Her movement.  

Gestures. 

Basking in the ritual of her adorning herself. 

She wished to please him. 

She moved towards the full length mirror.  

He could see her outline within its reflection. 

The light glistening off her skin. 

She fixed her panties. 
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He quietly approached her. 

Gently kissing her neck. 

She remained silent. 

Her every pore cried out. 

Deafening her ears .... 

 

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Meno Sisto
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Flash Fiction / Short Stories 

Irfan Haider 

Butterfly and flower 
 

“Students Listen to me, your annual exams is starting from 1st April.” Teacher Anna did announcement 

in the class. 

“No!” I said uncomfortably. 

“What did you say Goldy?” My friend John asked to me. 

“I’m not ready for exams; you know I was on leave for two weeks as I went to meet my Uncle.” I told him 

my problem. 

“But no problem, there is a full week for the preparation of exams. I will help you in study and we will do 

preparation together.” John said. 

“Thank you, but I know that I cannot prepare in just seven days.” I said despairingly. 

●●● 

It was a pleasant morning. I was walking in garden. The birds were cheeping, which was delightful. 

Suddenly I stop. I was seeing a bud continuously. Few days ago there was a dried-up flower but now it 

has converted into a beautiful fresh flower. I was amazed. I looked a pretty butterfly near the flower. 

She commonly set on that flower. 

“Hey! Dear butterfly can I ask a question?” I was waiting for her respond. 

“Yes, you can ask.” She replied politely. 

“I saw few days ago; this flower was dried-up, and I observed that you often sit on this flower, and now 

this flower is looking fresh. How is it possible?” Goldy was puzzled. 

“Dear Goldy! It was ill. My friends told me that it will die soon, but I love this flower and I also did not 

want to lose this flower. So I tried my best to recover it. And after the hard work of fifteen days, now it is 

a healthy flower.” Her tone included love for the flower. 

“Oh wow!” Her story was impressive. I was thinking that if she can do successful treatment of an unfit 

flower in a very short time. Then why I cannot prepare my exams even I have a full week. 

“Thank you dear butterfly, you helped me a lot.” I said to her happily and came back to home to do 

study.      

 

© Copyrighted 2022 by Irfan Haider (Pakistan) 
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Yes I can do 
 

It was Sunday. Goldy was playing tennis with his cousins. They were in a ground, which was located near 

the Goldy’s house.  

After playing the tennis when they were coming back to home; they were talking on different points. 

“I want to become a football player in future. What do you want to become in future?” Kamran asked to 

Goldy. 

“I have a dream to become a great writer.” Goldy replied him. 

“Hahaha! Will you become a writer?” Faheem said mordaciously. 

“Do you know how to write?” Kamran also said in mordacious manner. 

“Hahaha! How he can become a writer?” Faheem said quizzically.  

They were continuously demotivated Goldy. Goldy was annoying from such bad manner. His eyes were 

teary. Now he was going to his home with the broken- heart and tear- eyes. 

★★★ 

Goldy was present in his class but looking upset. Teacher was continuously noting him. 

“What happened with you Goldy, you are looking downhearted?” In play time teacher Maryam 

approached him and asked. 

In start Goldy scrupled, but after few moments he replied to his teacher with tears: 

“Teacher I want to become a writer. But…… but my cousins say that I cannot become a writer. They 

always heart my.” He was looking hopeless. 

“Dear Goldy, You should ignore their critical statements. If you have a passion to become a writer, then 

no one can stop you. You have to work hard quietly to achieve your goal. Dismiss the criticism and 

always stand with hope.” Teacher Maryam explained to him gently. 

A ray of hope awoke in Goldy’s eyes. Now he was looking in good spirits. His heart was grateful for 

teacher Maryam; he showed his feeling with a thankful smile. Teacher Maryam taped her hand on 

Goldy’s face with love. 

★★★ 

After few days Goldy wrote a story which published in a famous national magazine. He was very happy 

and confident. He always remembered his teacher’s statements. Her words always inspired him, and 

also playing a big role to made Goldy’ A great writer. 
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Antonio Acosta 

Insatiable... part 1 
 

Elahna,  

  A sorceress and princess of the vampire nation worked furiously controlling the multiple spells needed 

to accomplish her task this night. 

Only under the full red moon was it possible to project her spirit backwards in space-time. The ruins 

where she performed these rituals, an ancient castle of Vampire Kings long dead. Necromancy of the 

highest order required to resurrect the Head scribe of the Great Ghost Library. She endeavored to find a 

Tome lost and forgotten. Only on its ancient pages was the secret she sought. The way to save her evil 

father. 

 The oldest of her ancestors undead spirits had revealed the existence of the Book. Written in their own 

blood by the vampire metal smiths in the days before men walked the earth. Inside was said to be the 

secret to "living steel". 

 Despite his many faults Elahna loved her wicked father. She did not wish his demise but she must take 

his life force to become recognized as the new queen.  

A ritual of the highest honor that would transfer all his incredible strength and knowledge to her. Only 

then would her people deem her worthy to take the throne. 

The last incantation is finished. 

Before her is a vast library of shelves and tables arranged with scrolls and writings. The combined 

knowledge of all Vampires to the dawn of time. 

How she wished she had more time... 

 "I seek the secret of Living Metal." 
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Insatiable... Pt.2 
  

  Elahna addressed the apparition behind the counter. Unblinking eyes seemed to stare through her and 

even gave her cold undead blood a slight shiver. 

 The hollow voice of the ghost librarian was dry and grating. "Very well..." She shook with the power of 

the spells and the vision blurred around her as she almost lost concentration. She must eat soon. To 

perform this most dangerous of magical workings she had consumed the flesh of a dead man. Usually 

fatal to her kind. She was dying. To visit the land of the dead one must be dead. 

 She redoubled her mental efforts as a large book materialized and opened in front of her. There it was 

...of course brilliant and so simple! 

The ore from a fallen star, forged into a magnificent blade under the full moons light could be imbued 

with the living soul of a vampire. When quenched in their blood it would then be forever after alive and 

thirsty...The blade would be... Insatiable... 

 Now so very weak she banished the images and brought herself back to the present. Chained to a tree 

nearby was a local peasant who had stayed out too late...he would serve her purpose...she must feast... 
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